
ARTISTS’ STATEMENTS  
 
 
Temma Bell 
I cannot attempt Matisse´s eloquence, but I totally agree. The blank canvas Invites innumerable 
opportunities, as soon as one puts one brushstroke down, the opportunities diminish and one 
becomes aware of the displacement of others.  
  
David Bradford 
I want to translate the visible world around me into a new vocabulary of space and light. This 
requires intense looking on the way to improvisational freedom and invention—seeing in my 
arranged objects the chance lit-up plane or edge that sets the picture into motion. I am reaching 
for something invisible—a feeling, something newly imagined, but suggested by what I see. This 
transformation of the world of objects into a world of feeling constitutes, I think, a kind of 
displacement. 
 
Simon Carr 
As I work on a painting, a gap occurs between what I perceive in the visible world around me 
and the composition on the canvas. I may be working “on the spot” or through the mysterious 
process of painting from memory, from accumulated experience drawing and painting this 
landscape, these horses. Each successive form, shape, and texture that I lay down on the 
canvas or paper helps to create an independent life, a relationship within the forms in the 
painting that, though sparked by direct perception of the world, is ultimately independent of it. As 
I work, the reality of the picture overtakes--displaces-- the “subject.” 
  
Glen Cebulash 
When I have worked from direct observation, my goal has been to organize my sensations into 
a coherent plastic expression. I am captivated by the set of facts before me - the objects and 
spaces I perceive - and am largely beholden to them. It may seem odd to say, but in my non-
objective work I remain equally interested in facts; the difference being that now, rather than 
responding to, I feel as though I’m trying to establish them. Inevitably, this process is circuitous. 
It involves assembling and disassembling, asserting and denying, placing and displacing. I stop 
when I’m more or less convinced that the picture is what it had to be. 
 
Audrey Cohn-Ganz 
I begin my pictures with close observation of my subject. I react to the figure of the model; to my 
arrangements of studio paraphernalia; to interior and exterior spaces...while translating my 
experience onto a flat surface I am aware of viewpoints, scale, spatial and geometric 
relationships. A vertical plumb line can appear as a diagonal; including my own extended leg 
within my visual field creates dramatic scale shifts and suggests ambiguity in the distances from 
observing eye to object. Embedding the contours of a posing model within the linear structure of 
a Sienese painting, as I have in one of these paintings, allows for surprising associations. Marks 
on the edge of the rectangle alternate between surface geometry and suggestions of contours 
plunging through a newly mapped-out space.  
  
Anne Delaney 
“Displacement” evokes disruptions in the geopolitical world, but also refers to the additions and 
subtractions by which an artist shapes space in a picture. As I work out my own compositions, I 
frequently take out or put in an object, change the perspective of a wall, adjust the posture and 



position of a figure, or change the value of a color, with the hope that the forms and the space 
around them coalesce in ways that are convincing and surprising. These drawings were made 
after reading about the plight of people fleeing their own countries due to extreme danger and 
literally becoming displaced persons. I made drawings to imagine the emotional toll of having to 
leave your home while not being welcomed anywhere. 
 
Stephanie Franks 
The origin of my drawings ranges from working from observation--marking pathways through 
the space between me and the objects in that space--to the orchestration of invented forms 
emerging in the process. Using the challenging directness of black and white, I repeatedly 
erase, re-place, and reconfigure to form an energized space that breathes and pulsates across 
the entire picture plane. 
 
Michael Louis Johnson 
Painting from life, looking out from my easel, I began to compose these paintings of the room 
where I work and sleep. Stacked finished paintings, various rugs and furniture became a sort of 
large-scale still life in which I wish to entertain the viewer’s eye with repetition and variation. The 
echoing reds and deep pinks in this particular series of some eight or nine paintings playfully yet 
seriously pose two dimensions against three. Painting often in series, I make various versions of 
my motif. In each work within the series, I want the viewer to experience a constant movement 
through a space constructed from small juxtapositions as well as large jumps of color and 
shape. 
 
Lynette Lombard 
Visual displacement in painting, for me, comprises a range of plastic pictorial tensions and 
differences without which the painting would lose its life. I’m interested in the way the process of 
perceptual painting demands my plunging into the unpredictable and the unknown as I translate 
my experience into the language of paint. Working directly in the landscape, I build the visual 
forces I can see: how forms, volumes and spaces shift perceptibly, challenging what I know with 
what I really see. For example, when sky, clouds and foliage merge into big shapes that 
spatially flip, bulge and hold the plane while the foreground sinks into the distance, there’s a 
visual play among form, shape and space. What I see versus how I must construct the 
composition involves displacements that add up to ambiguity in my pictures. 
 
Hearne Pardee 
Displaced, I’m trying to reclaim territory for painting, as photography, publicity and digital media 
take up more and more space in our visual culture. I use fragments and left-over materials, 
inspired by the elusive sense of place that I envision in nondescript contemporary landscapes. 
My starting-point, inherently unstable, is the juxtaposition of one color to another – a mutual 
displacement, which generates further tensions of size and location, but also a tantalizing 
intuition of overall order in the theater of perceptual space. 
 
Thaddeus Radell 
My work begins and develops through displacement. Begins as I pick up the brush or pencil and 
seek to immediately distance myself from art history, my own history, and that of my peers. My 
assimilation of all those influences retreats in favor of intuition. Then a more active, physical 
displacement happens as I wrestle with creating a living plastic orchestration of forms within the 
rectangle. Again, for me, even in this process, my accumulated skill as a painter must be the 
echo of intuition. In my ‘Icarus’ picture, everything about this image troubled me, troubles me, 
and yet I trust it, the image. 



 
Deborah Rosenthal 
Premise for a painting of mine: a game of what you can know against what you can see. Make a 
horizon line stand up and tilt over, oppose the framing verticals and horizontals of the canvas 
rectangle with curvilinear framing forms; position perspective orthogonals so they land in the 
picture plane and tilt it forward even as they lead “back” into space. Out of such juxtapositions or 
comparisons a metaphor arises. That metaphor is, in these three paintings, a landscape 
composed of almost absolute light and dark, or contours that build vertically but suggest 
diagonals bending the rectangle into an immeasurable space. Premise for a painting of mine: 
displace line and color so the two move freely with and against each other. 
 
Dena Schutzer 
I look for inconsequential moments that mean a lot to me... the oddity of people choosing to nap 
on an incline, the startle of a bright background behind two quiet figures in the shade, the 
intimacy of a man sleeping in a public park. Then I work to intensify and simplify the rhythms of 
this observed reality. To lock in the shapes, I push the paint around from dat place to Dis-place. 
  
 


